CHAPTER 1386

What the Western Shu Emperor wants is to defeat Levi Garrison at one time!

Let him be convinced to join the Xishu gate valve!

So he sent the strongest.

Tangbei Road is known as the strongest of the Western Shu family!

He learned all the ancient combat skills of Xishu alone.

He is the strongest master of the Western Shu family for hundreds of years!

According to the year, he may be the master of the millennium!

In a word: strong.

Let me put it this way!

Kingsley has the power to destroy the country!

Stronger than blocking an army of 100,000!

This is the strongest master!

The power of the whole country may have no choice but to use him.

Kingsley was born in that era of war, and once killed a country without any power to resist.

Even if it has been too long, everyone in the Western Shumen Clan is still fresh in memory.

This is also the confidence of the Xishu clan, why don’t they put anyone in their eyes?

Because they have strength!

Otherwise, he won’t sign an agreement with Messiah…

It must be a threat to Messiah…

The Emperor Xishu smiled: “Sure enough, force is the best way to solve the problem!”

Linda nodded: “Yes, if we knew this a long time ago, why should we waste so much energy?”

Xishu Gate Valve breathed a sigh of relief.

In their view, Levi Garrison’s joining of the Western Shumen Clan was already a certainty.

As soon as Tang Bei Dao came, Levi Garrison would definitely be convinced to join the Western Shu
gate clan.

After returning to Lopez’s house, the old lady greeted her immediately.

“Big brother, did you see the young man?”

The emperor of Xishu nodded: “Well, I saw it, and soon, he will join the clan of Xishu.”

“Old Tang, does this little North Hampton really have such a character?”

Lokita, Loki and others all have incredible faces.

Others such as Zoey and others are also very curious.

Because they have been in North Hampton.

Never heard of such a character.

It is simply unimaginable to be able to chase the clan of Xishu in this way.

“Exist! I saw it today! He lives in North Hampton!”

“Hiss!”

Everyone took a deep breath.

There is such a big man in North Hampton, but they have never heard of it.

Lokita and the others also wanted to ask the Emperor Xishu where exactly this great figure lived.

“The big man is Dad! It’s Dad!”

Levilia suddenly shouted at this moment.

Suddenly, everyone’s eyes were attracted by Levilia.

“Levilia, why is your father a big shot? Your father is not the god of war in Erudia!”

Linda asked.

“Hmph, my father is still better than the Erudia God of War! He is the king of the word side by side!”

Levilia said triumphantly.

Zoey hurriedly stepped forward, hugged Levilia, not letting her continue.

Meredith immediately explained: “Old Tang, the children are talking nonsense, don’t care!”

“The main fault is that Levi Garrison, for the sake of face, even said that he is the king of the word
side by side!”

“Yes, yes, don’t you care about Mr. Tang!”

…

People are afraid that the Western Shu Emperor will be angry.

The Western Shu emperor sneered coldly: “Of course I don’t care! I know something about the word
side by side! Let’s put it this way, the four gate lords can’t cultivate such an existence!”

“Levi Garrison? How could it be possible!”

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

Zoey also exhorted: “Levilia, you can’t talk nonsense in the future!”

“Oh.”

Levilia pouted his lips.

The movement of the Western Shumen Clan was very fast, and the next day, many masters entered
North Hampton together.

Including the first master Kingsley.

“I think you are not convinced this time?”

The Emperor Xi Shu laughed.

